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Asking the right questions

A

SFA CEO Dr Martin Fahy dispelled the myths surrounding
superannuation and said we need to have some hard
conversations about what is really required to deliver
retirement funding.
Fahy said the real questions which need to be answered are
those that retirees ask themselves: Will I have enough to live on? Will
I have to sell my home? Can I afford aged care? Will my money run
out before I die? Who will look after me? He said the answer to the
last question is the responsibility of the industry. It is a noble calling
to be asked to fulfil this and we mustn’t let retirees down, Fahy
concluded.
Anna Bligh AC, Chief Executive Officer, Australian Bankers’
Association and former Premier of Queensland said that where trust
is breaking down is in the confidence in corporations getting the
balance right between the protection of the customer, versus the
interest of shareholders and profit. “It is important to understand
where this breakdown is,” she said.
The Hon Steve Bracks AC, Chairman, Cbus and former Premier
of Victoria thought that we could build trust effectively by better
explaining what we do and what we invest in. He felt we don’t
communicate the benefits enough and we need to show tangible
examples of our achievements.

“ Trust is the bridge
between the known and
the unknown. It is the
confident relationship with
the unknown. It is the
currency of interactions.
It is the conduit where
ideas travel and where
innovation happens. ”
Rachel Botsman, Author of
Who Can You Trust?

“ The responsibility will be on us, as
individuals, to really think carefully about
whether this thing, or this person, or this
organisation, or this company, is worthy
of our trust. Each time we engage in that
process, whether it is in our leadership of
our organisations, or us as customers, we
are in some way trying to preserve what
is society’s most precious and fragile
asset, which is trust. ”
Rachel Botsman, Author of Who Can You Trust?
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“ Build a brand with personality and emotion; the personality of a brand
drives affinity and an emotional connection drives commitment. ”
Ben Hallam, Head of Marketing, Airbnb (USA)

Sharing responsibilities

A

llan Sparkes CV OAM VA, Deputy
Commissioner, NSW Mental Health Commission
relayed his personal story around workplace
pressure and witnessing horrific police incidents, which
led to sleep deprivation, stress and burnout.
“Things got out of control. The tipping point was
passed and post-traumatic stress disorder was upon me,”
he said.
While the force “did the right thing” and he did
his “best to get back to work”, Sparkes was bitterly
discharged.
The impact of such trauma on brain function was
explained by Dr Martin Cohen, Deputy Commissioner,
NSW Mental Health Commission. “A re-ordering occurs
and memories take charge of current experiences.”
Cumulative trauma is not constrained to emergency
services personnel, Cohen warned. “The corporate world
can be just as tough.”
Once an employer has implemented “cultural
change” to address mental illness in the workplace,
employees then need to be educated on the “science of
the brain,” added Sparkes.
Carlene York, Assistant Commissioner, NSW Police
revealed how their collaboration with First State Super
and TAL is “making a difference”, because stories like
Allan’s shouldn’t need to be told.

Talking mergers

G

abrielle Bell, Director, VicSuper led the panel discussion as they
shared their insights and advice about overcoming logistical
challenges and managing members’ expectations when
navigating a successful merger.
Katherine Kaspar, Chief Executive Officer, Kinetic Super said that
finding the right merger partner—one that respected their heritage—
was core to the successful Sunsuper merger. She said the other big tip
for success was “communication, communication, communication!”
Damien Walsh said for a successful merger, it was imperative to
be open to change and spoke of the many opportunities that resulted
when reflecting on his experiences from several mergers and acquisitions
at Bank Australia. “It’s magical when mergers work,” he said.
Nicholas Vamvakas, Chief Executive Officer, Equipsuper felt there
needed to be some sense of equivalency in the size of funds for it to
be a true merger, so that staff can collaborate and learn from each
organisation.

“ In Australia, anything can happen.
Anything is possible. ”
Deng Adut, Refugee lawyer and 2017 NSW Australian of the Year

Insurance in Super Code of Practice

A

ndrew Howard, Chief Operating Officer, REST Industry Super and Chair of the
Insurance in Superannuation Working Group (ISWG) Code Committee, reviewed the
progress the industry has made responding to the scrutiny relating to insurance in super.
The ISWG prioritised the potential unnecessary erosion of retirement savings, improving
communications to enhance claims handling in its work developing a Code of Practice for
trustees. The draft Code has been released publicly and it is expected that a final release will
occur during December.
Caroline James, Head of Assurance and Compliance – Pensions and Investments, ANZ
Wealth, outlined the member centric approach the ISWG adopted in forming the draft Code
and reminded delegates that trustees are “member advocates” in all stages of the insurance
process but especially at claim time. Trustees will have some “tight timeframes to adhere to
during claims handling in the Code and we are hopeful this will improve member experiences
and reduce the prospects of potentially expensive lawyer involvement”.
James Carey, Head of Reinsurance and Regulatory Affairs, MetLife, reported the findings
of their fund member research which revealed individuals might actually be more aware of their
insurance in super than we think. Carey added however, that members may need more of a
helping hand to make decisions around their insurance and better understand their cover.

Going global

A

drian Blundell-Wignall, Special Advisor to the OECD
Secretary General on Financial and Enterprise Affairs
(France) said that being cognisant of China, in addition
to world saving and investment, is key to understanding the
implications of globalisation.
Blundell-Wignall said we are witnessing two things – the
rise of China and the Western response.
He explained how China is dominated by state-owned
enterprises, which is creating a non-level playing field. As a
result, “the hollowing out of the middle class is happening,”
he said, and Western companies are responding by going
global, via mergers and acquisitions, digitalisation and global
value chains.

“ In 2016, the global cost of violence was
$14.3 trillion, which is equivalent to 12.6%
of world GDP. If the world decreased
violence by only 10%... $1.43 trillion would
be directed to other economic activities. ”
Steve Killelea AM, Founder & Executive Chairman, Integrated
Research Ltd; The Charitable Foundation; Institute for
Economics & Peace
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Investing with impact

C

hristopher Thorn AM, Partner, Impact Investment,
Social Finance, Philanthropy, Ernst & Young said impact
investing—also referred to as “social finance” or “inclusive
capitalism”—is being driven by the community as they challenge
how investors allocate capital. He also explained how the inflation
of traditional asset classes and the subsequent increase of risk is
opening up new asset class opportunities in this area.
“The shape of value has changed: globally, the majority of
market value is now defined as ‘intangible value’.... disruptive
forces are causing organisations to reassess their strategies,
priorities and reason for being.”
Emma Herd, Chief Executive Officer, Investor Group on
Climate Change said carbon risk is financially material, and
becoming more so.
“Climate change is not a debate about science, it’s actually a
debate about economic change which incorporates the drive to
remove emissions from our systems of economic production.”
Kylie Charlton, Chief Investment Officer, Australian Impact
Investments believes there are two main myths around impact
investing – the investment duties of super fund trustees, and below
market returns. She also noted that suitable opportunities at scale
and measurement of impact are two challenges for investors. While
there are strong developments in this area, Charlton said the “Holy
Grail” of measurement is still a while away.
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Wayne Sullivan
@WayneASullivan
This #asfasyd session is full of gems
from @rachelbotsman “Ppl don’t
want something new they want the
familiar done differently”

Ashton Jones @ashmobs87
Great leaders “listen like they’re
wrong” – humility and vulnerability
are essential ingredients for all
leaders. #leadership #asfasyd

ASFA announces new and re-elected board members

F

ollowing its Annual General Meeting, ASFA is pleased to announce the appointments
of two new board members: Peter Carrigy-Ryan, CEO, Commonwealth
Superannuation Corporation; and Melinda Howes, General Manager of
Superannuation, BT Financial Group.
ASFA is also pleased to announce the re-election of four directors to the board:
Michael Dwyer, CEO, First State Super; Linda Elkins Executive General Manager, Colonial
First State; Andrew Boal, Head of Australasia, Willis Towers Watson and; Suzanne Holden,
CEO, Link Group Fund Administration.

Airport check-in and bag drop services
OACIS and ICC Sydney have partnered to deliver a bag check-in service, offering a
convenient world-first innovation available to all delegates travelling on Virgin Australia
when they head home after the ASFA Conference.
Those who take up the OACIS service will then enjoy the last day of the Conference
without the encumbrance of their luggage and will not need to undergo check-in at the
airport at the end of the day.

To make a booking visit: http://oacis.io/booking-conference-form

Sarah Penn @MayflowerAU
Dr Ashby Monk says that super
and sovereign funds should be
influencing companies they invest in
to take the long term view. #asfasyd

Darren Snyder @InSnyder
.@KineticSuper says most important
aspects to merger with @Sunsuper
were member base, industry
partnerships & communication.
#asfasyd

Jo-Anne Bloch@Jo_AnneBloch
Limit the rational and connect with
the emotional to engage super
members. Yes! @asfaAUST @
MercerAu #asfasyd

Michelle Blicavs @MichelleBlicavs
Boredom is the foundation of
creativity – when was the last time
you were bored?? Use that space to
think!! @MartinLindstrom #asfasyd

Live Site

HAVE YOU GOT
THE APP YET?
The ASFA Conference app is now available
to help you plan your days, learn about
the speakers and join the discussion.
Search ‘2017 ASFA’ in the iOS and
Android app stores. For all other devices,
a web version can be accessed at
eventmobi.com/asfaconference
Partnered by

New to the Super Expo and introduced
by popular demand, the ASFA Live
Site gives delegates and exhibitors
the opportunity to see some of
the Conference’s most anticipated
sessions streamed live throughout the
Conference. The Live Site will also host
a stream of the parallel sessions, pitch
sessions and networking events. Find
the Live Site in the Super Expo.

Visit the
Conference
bookseller
Our Dymocks pop-up has a number
of books by our Conference speakers
available for purchase. Located at the
Super Expo entrance.
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